MEEZA Strengthens its Leadership Position in Providing World-Class Business and
IT Continuity Services

MEEZA launches its Disaster Recovery and Business
Continuity Services in collaboration with HP
Doha, Qatar – 06 January 2014 – MEEZA, the leading IT services and solutions provider in
Qatar, today announced the launch of their Disaster Recovery and Business Continuity Services
in collaboration with HP.

On the back of its state-of-the-art technology and coupled with professional consulting services,
MEEZA offers holistic Business Continuity Management Services to clients concerned with IT
service continuation in the face of adverse and unpredictable conditions. By doing so, MEEZA
alleviates its clients’ pain of continuously and vigilantly monitoring, protecting and backing up
their vital and mission critical IT systems and applications, whilst ensuring the highest
availability and uninterrupted operational delivery levels at the same.

To achieve the highest level of client satisfaction, MEEZA will leverage HP’s expertise in the
Business Continuity Consulting space using industry-proven methodologies and practices to
help assess potential vulnerabilities and build the necessary organizational resilience
framework to ensure uninterrupted operations of its client’s IT environment and processes.
MEEZA will be able to assist clients at any point in their continuity lifecycle where the
partnership teams will lead with consulting services to engage with all concerned stakeholders
to assess client needs.
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The suite of MEEZA’s Business Continuity services that provide time and recovery point
objectives, leverage MEEZA’s state-of-the-art M-VAULT data centres including the large scale
facility located outside of Doha. These services offer full redundancy built on the network and
interconnections amongst MEEZA’s Tier-3 data centres, including MV1 and MV3, located in the
Qatar Science and Technology Park (QSTP). MEEZA’s DR facility is also equipped to offer Work
Area Recovery services.

Ghada Philip El Rassi, MEEZA’s CEO, said, “With this leading step, MEEZA is now ready to
provide technical and business continuity management services which will ensure that a client’s
business continues and is able to survive and recover from large scale interruptions brought
about by unexpected events such as Force Majeure. MEEZA once again demonstrates its
leadership position by collaborating with HP and progressing its solutions and capabilities to
stay one step ahead of the local, regional and MENA market needs.”

Furthermore, Mrs. El Rassi added, “Our industry-leading data centres will not only serve as ideal
primary sites but as DR (Disaster Recovery) and backup sites as well.”

MEEZA’s suite of Continuity Solutions can be availed at any point on the customer’s continuity
lifecycle. MEEZA offers a complete range of Continuity Consulting Services from Continuity
Workshops, Business Impact Analysis to Continuity Programme Management.

- End About MEEZA:
MEEZA, a Qatar Foundation joint venture, is a managed IT Services and Solutions provider offering a wide range of
services to clients, from creating and managing IT infrastructure to providing technology consulting. MEEZA has
moved quickly to establish itself as the leader in the local IT industry, with the objective of helping to accelerate
the growth of Qatar through the provision of world class Managed IT Services and Solutions.
MEEZA has a solid track record, not only in the delivery of solutions to our clients, but also in the provisioning of a
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full end-to-end service which covers the entire life-cycle of deployed assets, from design through delivery to ongoing support.
MEEZA has the ability to deliver scalable, reliable and robust managed services solutions, which add real measured
value. We deliver a service which leverages business benefit through IT, with reduced total cost of ownership
(TCO) and increased Return on Investment (ROI). We achieve this not only through the skill and expertise of our
staff, but also through the trusted, long-term relationships and accreditations we have with our technology
partners.
To find out more, visit: www.meeza.net
For further information please contact:
MEEZA Marketing Team
T +974 4405 1122
F +974 4405 2000
E: marketing@meeza.net
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